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Abstract 

 
Purpose 
 
The paper aims to share National Institute of Education (NIE) Library’s experience in providing mobile 
library services for smartphones.  
 
As a case study, this paper presents the design considerations for the type of library services to provide, the 
challenges encountered and the solutions to overcome such challenges. 
 
Description 
 
With the dramatic increase in the use of smartphones, library patrons increasingly demand the ability to 
access library services and information anytime, anywhere via their smartphones. 
  
As part of NIE Library’s LIBRIS 21 strategic master plan to transform the Library from a place to a space, 
NIE Library seized the opportunity to engage smartphone users through the implementation of a mobile 
application named LibGO! 
 
This paper will detail: 
a) Rationales behind the decision to implement LibGO! 
b) Types of Library services offered and key features of LibGO! 
c) The challenges faced and how they were resolved 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the paper will share the feedback, usage statistics and key learning points gathered, as well as 
provide recommendations for future developments. 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Government statistics and figures from telecommunication providers in Singapore all point to a marked 
increase in the use of smartphone and mobile data traffic (IDA, 2012). This trend of increasing 
smartphone and mobile data traffic usage is likely to continue in the next 5 years. In a white paper 
published by Cisco Systems Inc, global mobile data traffic grew 2.3 fold in 2011 and is projected to grow 
18-fold between 2011 and 2016 (Cisco, 2011).  
 
The writing is on the wall - content consumption is moving rapidly to mobile devices, specifically 
smartphones and tablets. With the ever-growing use of smartphones and tablets, library patrons 
increasingly expect to be able to access library services and information 24 / 7 through their smartphones.  
 
Anticipating the changing needs of patrons, the National Institute of Education (NIE) Library embarked 
on a project to implement a mobile application that provides library services accessible from smartphones 
and tablets. This paper will detail NIE Library’s experiences and findings in the implementation of the 
mobile application. 
 

Background 
 

Founded in 1950 as a Teachers' Training College library, the NIE Library and Information Services 
Centre is the largest education library in Singapore. It provides resources to support the teaching, 
learning and research programs of the Institute. It also reaches out to education professionals in the 
Ministry of Education, schools and other related organizations. The Library serves about 2,500 full-time 
students and more than 30,000 library members. 



NIE Library leverages extensively on technology in providing library services to its patrons. The 
following are key setups of the Library technology infrastructure: 
 

• SirsiDynix Symphony Integrated Library System 
• Drupal Content Management System - Library Portal 
• Serials Solutions e-Journal Portal and Link Resolver 
• DSpace Institution Repository  
• EZproxy Authentication System  
• 3M RFID Self-Service Checkout & Return System 
• Broadband Wireless Network Access 

 
While the above technology has served the Library well in the internet world, the exponential growth in 
the use of smartphones and tablets offers a perfect opportunity to increase user access to library resources 
by meeting the needs of mobile phone users. In early 2011, NIE Library made the strategic decision to 
offer library services on mobile devices. 
 

First Generation Mobile Application - BookMyne 
 
At the same time, MOPACs (Mobile OPACs) started gaining popularity in the Library technology space. 
SirsiDynix launched its version of MOPAC called BookMyne. BookMyne is an iPhone application which 
allows users to: 

• Search the catalogue  
• Place reservations 
• Email records  
• Access library account to view checked out items, reservations and fines 
• Renew checked out items 
• Create a personalized reading list / bookshelf 
• Snap a picture of the barcode/ISBN on a book and check the availability information 
• View suggested reading lists which draw data from The New York Times bestseller lists and the 

popular social recommendation engine powered by Goodreads. 
 
Figure 1 : BookMyne Search Catalogue, My Account & Scan ISBN screenshots 

        



 
 
Figure 2 : BookMyne Search Results, Personalized Bookshelf & Suggested Reading List features 

 
 
The application communicates seamlessly with NIE Library Integrated Library System through a secured 
web services module offered by SirsiDynix. And best of all, both the web services module and 
BookMyne application come at no additional cost to the Library! Thus, NIE Library made the logical 
decision to offer library services on mobile devices through BookMyne. The installation of secured web 
services module, configuration and testing of the application took two months, and NIE Library’s 
BookMyne was launched to end users in March 2011. 
 
The statistics and feedback that NIE Library gathered since the implementation of BookMyne have been 
positive. From April 2011 to September 2011, the NIE Library garnered 1476 unique visitors who have 
performed transactions through BookMyne. However, the Library also discovered the limitation of 
BookMyne. Specifically, the Library found that the inability to perform customization on BookMyne 
restricts the ability of the Library to expose more Library services through the mobile application. 
 

Reinventing BookMyne 
 
In October 2011, a task force was formed to review BookMyne and explore the opportunity to include 
more Library services in mobile applications. The task force is made up of 3 members: 
 

1. Mr Jacky Wong, Manager, Library Systems 
2. Mr Hilary Ho, Manager, Media and Instructional Services  
3. Ms Nenny Noorman, Assistant Manager, Reference Services 

 
The task force reviewed mobile applications that had been launched in Singapore libraries, including 
Library mobile applications from Temasek Polytechnic Library, Singapore Polytechnic Library, National 
Library of Singapore and Nanyang Polytechnic Library. In addition, the team also reviewed published 
articles on this topic; Library Success: A Best Practice Wiki, which has a listing of libraries offering 
different kinds of mobile applications was particularly useful (Library Success, 2010). 
 



The task force came up with the following list of additional features: 
• Announcements 
• “What’s New”, which showcases new titles or resources acquired by the Library. 
• E-Resources, which provide links to databases, electronic journals, e-books, online video, digital 

repository and examination papers.  
• Feedback / Suggestion Forms which allows users to reach us. 
• LibNOW! - Library newsletter published in blog format. 
• FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions. 
• Opening Hours 
• Contact Information 
• Information about NIE Library and the mobile application. 

 
Challenges, Considerations and Decisions 

 
Web application or native application?  
 
A key consideration was whether to develop the new features through a web application or a native 
application. Web application is a web site optimized for viewing on mobile devices. Native application is 
a piece of software that must be installed on the device and downloaded through a distribution point such 
as Apple’s iTunes or Google’s Play. Both options have their respective pros and cons (Eric Schnell, 
2011). A comparison table is shown below: 
 
Table 1 : Comparisons between Web Application and Native Application 
 
Web Application Native Application 
 

• Able to reach different mobile devices on 
different platforms with the same 
application. 

• Application content can be retrieved from 
search engine results. 

• Application content is more current and 
can be easily updated. 

• Enhancements can be deployed 
immediately. 

 

 
• More responsive than web application. 
• Excellent user interface, which tends to be 

smoother and takes greater advantage of 
the graphics capability of the device. 

• Takes advantage of features built into the 
device such as GPS, barcode/ISBN 
scanning using built-in camera. 

• More expensive and needs more effort to 
develop, maintain, update and enhance. 

• Requires more skillsets to develop. 
• Need to develop multiple versions for 

multiple platforms. 
 

 
Given the limited resources and skillsets to develop native applications, the logical choice seemed to be to 
go with the web application. However, the team soon found out that taking the web application approach 
meant that the Library had to abandon BookMyne as it was not possible to integrate BookMyne, a native 
application, with a web application. The team explored LibAnywhere, a web version of the MOPAC 
which was known to work well with Symphony SirsiDynix to evaluate if it was a viable replacement for 
BookMyne. However, our trials and findings suggested that LibAnywhere was not as stable and feature-
rich as BookMyne. With BookMyne launched, the user would expect a better application; anything that 
was inferior would fail the project.  
 
 



Not willing to forgo the advantages of developing features through the web application, NIE Library 
decided to take the hybrid application approach. It was decided that the first page of the application would 
be native, allowing the application to link and launch native applications like BookMyne; for other 
additional features, it would be implemented as a web application. 
 
Develop in-house or outsource? 
 
NIE Library has technical expertise in developing web applications. However, as the decision was to 
develop a hybrid application with both native and web components, developing the application in-house 
would require the Library to build up competency and skills to implement the native application. 
Implementing the software would thus take longer. 
 
On the other hand, outsourcing the software development to outside vendors could result in the loss of 
opportunity to develop the skillsets in-house to maintain control and enhance software easily. Of course, 
the advantage of outsourcing was that the development would be much faster since external dedicated 
resources with the right skills would be deployed. 
 
Time to market was the deciding factor here. The huge growth of smartphones usage on campus, coupled 
with the exponential growth in mobile applications was a clear sign that one could not afford to lag 
behind for too long. Hence, the decision was to outsource the software development to a third party 
vendor. To mitigate the risk of losing control internally, the idea was to minimize the development on the 
native application and at the same time request that the vendor provide the necessary knowledge transfer 
and source codes upon completion of the project. 
 
Technical Constraints 
 
Although most of the contents were available in the Library portal, there were security concerns from the 
campus IT security team in allowing the application to access the contents directly through the backend 
database. To overcome this constraint, the team created RSS feeds through the Library portal and exposed 
the contents through RSS feeds to the mobile application. A test was done to evaluate the performance 
and response time of accessing contents through RSS. Fortunately, the results showed that the response 
time was satisfactory and hence met the application needs. 
 
Design Considerations 
 
Inspired by Apple products’ emphasis on the user interface, the team decided very early on that the icon 
to launch the application and the first page of the application must be aesthetically appealing. Much 
emphasis went into designing the interface.  
 
Motivated by the simplistic appeal of the Google search box, the team decided that the features would be 
presented in a non-cluttered white backdrop. The icons to launch the application and each feature within 
the applications were deliberated at length with the aim of making them simple, appealing and intuitive. 
The position of each icon was decided based on the Library’s perception of the priority of the features, 
with the most important one occupying the more prominent real estate. 
 
The team further worked with the designer to come up with a wireframe, which is a visual guide that 
represents the skeletal framework of the application. This helped the team to visualize and improve user 
navigation from page to page. To ease the navigation, the team decided to include “Back” and “Forward” 
arrows and to include a home button fixed at the bottom of the application so that user has the option to 
return to the first page of the application regardless of where he is. 
 



Publicity Considerations 
 
Naming the application as “NIE Library Mobile Application” would be quite a mouthful. The team 
decided that a shorter, more catchy name was needed. Various names were suggested; in particular, the 
name “LibGO!” stood out. NIE Library already has an online newsletter called “LibNOW!”, so the term 
“LibGO!” provides an opportunity for users to associate this as a brand extension to the existing library 
services, with “GO!” representing that the service is on the go. 
 
In order to encourage more users to download the application, NIE Library made the strategic decision to 
place the download/launch “LibGO!” link on NIE Campus iPhone Application - NIE Mobile. A 
reciprocal arrangement was made to offer the link from “LibGO!” to NIE Mobile. Concurrently, publicity 
materials, such as digital posters, slide shows on digital TVs in the Library, and email newsletters that are 
compliant with mobile devices were prepared. 
 

Solutions 
 
After four months of development and review, the iPhone and iPad versions of “LibGO!” were officially 
launched on 1st May 2012.  
 
Figure 3 : Selected screenshots of LibGO! 

 
 
The application works such that a user who has previously installed BookMyne on their mobile devices 
will be able to launch BookMyne from LibGO! when he taps the “Search Catalogue” or “My Account” 
icon. If a user has not installed BookMyne, he will be prompted to install the BookMyne application. For 
all the other icons, the LibGO! application will call up the corresponding web-based contents.  
 
  



Figure 4 : Overall system architecture diagram of the application 

  
Following the launch, NIE Library received almost immediate feedback from an Android user for not 
offering LibGO! on the Android platform. Fortunately, SirsiDynix released a version of BookMyne on 
Android platform in December 2011. This gave us the possibility of developing a corresponding version 
of LibGO! on the Android platform. A temporary staff was engaged to develop the Android version of the 
application. And because most components, such as layouts, images, web contents were reused, the effort 
to develop and test the Android version of LibGO! took a mere six weeks! The Android version of 
LibGO! was officially launched on 18th June 2012. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Based on statistics garnered, there was an average of 9.6 unique visitors per day since the launch of the 
application from 1st May 2012 till 25th July 2012. As the application was launched during the vacation 
period, the usage statistics were low. However, NIE Library is optimistic that with the publicity campaign 
in the pipeline, such as digital posters, slide shows, demonstrations, roadshows, and write-ups in 
newsletters to be sent when the new term starts in early August 2012, the usage should show a marked 
increase.  
 
In addition, the NIE Library plans to gather user feedback through a focus group format later this year. 
Users’ feedback should provide insights into possible enhancements to LibGO! In the meantime, the task 
force is gathering ideas on new features to implement. These include: 
 

• Library Map – navigation feature around the Library 
• Useful tools – a listing of useful applications such as citation tools, eBook and Database Mobile 

Applications. 
• Facilities booking system 
• Enhanced form submission using voice activation technology (e.g. SIRI) 
• Improved integration with HTML 5 version of BookMyne 

 
The NIE Library is committed towards meeting the needs and demands of NIE’s stakeholders as well as 
their changing priorities and lifestyles. As opportunities for further developments in mobile services are 
plentiful, we will continuously strive to increase accessibility, discoverability and usability of information 
by leveraging on the latest technologies. This is in line with the LIBRIS²¹ Initiative, our five-year library 
strategic plan to transform the NIE Library into a teacher education library relevant to the 21st century 
(Wan-Yeoh, 2010).  
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